
Mobilise your people the  
easy way with Pocket UC 
Unique to O2.

Empower your workforce with flexible working  
and reap the benefits of Unified Communications 
without the large upfront cost. 

Pocket UC is a bold new concept, only from O2. It provides business and 
public sector organisations with all the tools their teams need to work from 
anywhere. And it’s all available for a highly competitive per-user, per-month 
price with little up front investment unlike other UC and fixed infrastructures. 

Getting up and running is easy

Your smartphone comes bundled with a mobile voice and data plan 
and a Unified Communications (UC) app. Now users can access their 
fixed and mobile lines on one handy device.

They can make and receive calls from their mobile as though  
they were at their desk and access a wealth of great features  
such as presence, click-to-call and instant messaging.

You can get started quickly too

There are ready-to-go Pocket UC builds that are sized and scaled  
to work with user groups of all sizes. And the app can be easily  
set-up using a QR code or emailed link.

The UC app is customisable, so users can choose the preferences  
that best suit them and their roles, for example selecting which  
line will appear as their call number or when they are available  
on their mobile line. 

It’s a brilliant way to fast-track your organisation to a new era  
of productivity, where your people can work from anywhere,  
and moving towards a full UC transformation, if and when the  
time is right.

• Infrastructure-free 

• Centrally managed 

• Cloud powered

• Transparently priced

Simply smarter, the way O2 knows you like it.
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Why O2?
We are the only IT communications provider offering 
a simple price per-user UC model attached to a clear 
monthly mobile tariff, all supported by our rich mobility 
portfolio and 30-year mobile heritage. Our mobile first 
technology strategy makes us an unrivalled partner  
for any flexible working project. Beyond that, our 
Pocket UC offer has real simplicity at its heart, bundling 
everything you need – a smartphone, a voice and  
data plan and a UC app – into one clear, affordable, 
cloud-powered package. Pocket UC is a great 
transitional step. If you feel your organisation is  
ready for a full UC transformation, we have a full  
UC portfolio as well as a track record of delivering  
these projects successfully. Find out more here. 

O2 is the only provider to achieve sought-after CAS(T) 
certification over both our mobile and Wide Area 
Network (WAN) infrastructures too, making us the  
safe choice in every way.

Want to know more?
For more information on how Pocket UC from  
O2 can help you, contact your Account Manager,  
call us on 01235 433 507 or visit o2.co.uk/enterprise

Good news for public  
sector customers  

You can enjoy Pocket UC  
as a direct award through  

your Network Services  
agreement (RM1045)

Three reasons to say yes  
to Pocket UC
• Free your workforce with flexible working: Mobilise all 

your people or just key teams to work anywhere with clear, 
scalable pricing bands from 100 to 2,500 users.

• Straight from the box features: All the features you need 
are already built in so there’s nothing else to think about.

• Drastically cut costs: Get rid of phone line duplication 
and put all your functionality on a mobile device without 
the cost of fixed UC infrastructure.

The perfect fit for you?
Pocket UC solves all sorts of mobility and flexible working 
challenges. It’s ideal for public sector organisations that  
need to drive cost efficiencies or better manage case work,  
for example, letting team members receive calls while they’re 
out and about while only giving some contacts the ability to 
reach them around the clock. It’s also the smart way forward 
for private sector organisations focussed on building an  
always on, highly productive workforce without  
infrastructure spend.

Are you considering UC but cautious about the cost?

Pocket UC is a great transitional step, giving you many of  
the advantages of UC without any upfront infrastructure 
investment, and letting you roll it out team by team.

Is maintaining contact critical?

This solution is also a great way to create a more flexible 
working culture while ensuring people remain fully 
contactable on their fixed lines.

Do key project teams need mobilising quickly?

Cloud’s famous ability to scale makes it easy to get started.  
A built-in directory for everyone in a group also smooths  
team collaboration.

Are you looking to reduce fixed estate costs?

Then it’s time to shrink investment in legacy infrastructure  
and unnecessary telephony equipment, significantly  
slimming costs. 
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